What do I need to include in my Science Board Game?
1. First and foremost, your board game needs to include scientific information. The best
way for you to include this information is through question cards, scenarios, etc. I
expect each board game to have a minimum of 15 pieces of scientific information. Some
games may need more pieces of info. Your goal should be to create enough science
information that it does not need to be reused during a round.
2. Your game must be based on a minimum of one body system and a maximum of three
body systems.
3. You must also include some historical information about the body system (Was there a
scientist who discovered a cure for a disease in this organ system?)
4. You will also need to include some information about:
a. Disease or disorder that is associated with the body system
b. Medical advancement surrounding the body system
5. You must create your OWN board game. You cannot use a pre-existing board. The same
goes for the pieces on the board game, they must be your own creation. The only
exception is that you may use dice.
6. You must create a unique and original board game name! (Make sure that you record
the reference information)
7. You must use a minimum of:
a. 1 book reference (Author, name of book, publisher, year of publication)
b. 1 internet reference (Author/ Organization, website)
c. 1 textbook reference (Author, name of book, publisher, year of publication)
8. You must create a detailed instruction booklet. The instructions should allow anyone to
play the game without an explanation
9. Your board game must be colourful! Use construction paper & markers to make it more
eye catching!
10. Be creative! There is a creativity component to the assignment

